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1 Introduction 

This project is an ongoing interdisciplinary effort involving Yakama resource 

management, Yakama (Ichishkin) language documentation, and Yakama language revitalization. 

The project is currently comprised of three separate phases. The first phase of the project 

involved resource management and language documentation. The second phase called for the 

development of materials to assist in language teaching, learning, and resource management. A 

third and future phase will incorporate information yielded from future language documentation 

efforts to make the materials developed in the second phase richer and more Y akama specific in 

terms of cultural relevance. The focus of this paper will be on the second phase. An overview of 

the phases ofthis project will follow a brief orientation on the location ofthe Yakama 

Reservation. 

1.1 Location 

The Y akama Reservation is located in south central Washington and encompasses 

approximately 1.4 

million acres (Bureau 

oflndian Affairs, 

2005). Washington 

State counties of 

Yakima and Klickitat 

are partially within the 

boundaries ofthe 

Y akama Reservation. 

The west boundary of 
Figure 1. Yakama Reservation in reference to Washington State 
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the Y akama Reservation is formed by the Cascade Crest, while the north boundary is formed by 

Ahtanum Creek. The east boundary is formed by the Yakima River (Taptii[), while the south 

boundary is formed by the Simcoe Mountains (Waksham), which separate the Yakima River and 

Columbia River drainages. 

1.2 Language and Yakama Resource Management 

Y akama elders, during and before this project, repeatedly informed me in order to best 

manage our Y akama natural and cultural resources one must understand the history and 

significance of our Yakama resources through our Yakama Sahaptin language. Through the 

patience ofY akama speaking elders, and my limited understanding of our native language, I can 

attest to examples in which an understanding of our language has resulted in better Y akama 

natural and cultural resource management. I believe the recent restoration work at Tikay Waakul 

(Starvation Flats) is one of those examples (Jacob, 2002). 

Recent work at Tikay Waakul, a seasonally wet meadow affected by several gullies, was 

aimed at improving natural and cultural resource conditions. A restoration plan aimed squarely at 

treating the gullies was developed. Gully treatment consisted of installing rock sediment traps in 

the gullies. The rock sediment traps increased local soil retention and water table levels through 

gully aggradation. An increased water table resulted in a significant increase in productivity of 

the targeted Y akama cultural plant foods sawikt (Perideridia gairdneri) and wak 'amu ( Camassia 

quamash). Another Yakama food, shushaynsh (Oncorhynchus mykiss), also benefited from this 

effort through a reduction in the amount of soil introduced into spawning beds and a timed 

release of water from the meadow. I am hopeful work on this project will yield further, farther 

reaching, benefits. 



To a Yakama with even a very basic understanding of the Yakama Sahaptin language 

{lchishkin), land is not just ground, dirt or soil, it is tiicham. Water is not H20, or merely 

something to be adjudicated, it is chiish. Salmon is not just a fish, chinook or Oncorhynchus 

tshawytscha, it is nusu~. In a special /ia 'uyt (first foods) ceremony salmon is referred to as 
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wayk 'anash. A female mule deer is not just a deer or doe, it is yaamash. The deer's special 

ceremonial name is iwinat. Bitterroot is not just a rock rose or Lewisia rediviva, it is py~i. An 

old pit house is not just a hole in the ground, or an archaeological site, it is a nisawtas. Yakamas 

learn that resources did not get their names from a book or a man. The resources received their 

names directly from the Creator (Tamanwila). The greater importance of these resources, and all 

that their Y akama names represent, is expanded upon and reinforced in the Y akama language 

through Y akama songs, stories, and ceremonies. Y akama resource managers must achieve a 

basic understanding of the language in order to comprehend the significance of our Yakama 

resources. Only then will they be able to benefit from the management direction included in the 

words spoken and sung by our elders. 

1.3 Phase I 

In 2005, the Yakama Nation was awarded a grant from the United States Forest Service 

to investigate ways to assess and improve forest cultural resource management. I was selected by 

the Yakama Nation as the principle investigator. A work plan was developed to assess the 

effectiveness ofYakama Nation land management policies and practices in protecting and 

managing Yakama forest cultural resources. In addition to reviewing relevant policy and 

planning documents, interviews and questionnaires were included as a part of this project. The 

final project report was submitted September 2009. 
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Two groups of people withY akama forest management experience and cultural resource 

knowledge were targeted for input into the project. The first group included Yakama elders with 

extensive forest cultural resource utilization experience. The second group was comprised of 

Yakama Indian and non-Indian resource managers employed by the Yakama Nation or Bureau of 

Indian Affairs. Responses concerning Y akama forest management and cultural resources were 

elicited from both groups. All of the resource management personnel responses were in English. 

Most ofthe Yakama elders responded in the Sahaptin language. 

1.4 Phase II 

A common concern shared among Yakama elders and resource managers was a lack of 

identification and management of culturally significant resources, specifically, Yakama plant 

foods and medicines. One of the recommendations from the 2009 final report called for the 

development of a Yakama Nation Forest Resource Catalog (YNFRC). It was also recommended 

Yakama language be integrated into this catalog. It was anticipated use and recognition ofthe 

Yakama Sahaptin language will improve Yakama Nation forest resource management through a 

more intergenerational understanding of these resources in the Yakama language (Jacob, 2009). 

Phase II of this project involved development of an initial YNFRC to simultaneously 

benefit Yakama resource managers, Yakama Nation Tribal School language teachers, and 

learners. Existing catalog entries are on powerpoint slides and include plants, animals, fish, birds, 

and insects significant to Yakamas. Each slide contains one to three pictures of a single resource, 

and three or four sentences in both /chishkin and English related to the pictured resource. The 

current Yakama Nation Tribal School language teacher has previewed several samples ofthe 

catalog entries and is eager to incorporate them into her teaching as new language learning 
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material. Additionally, sample language lessons featuring the use of these slides as teaching 

material were developed. 

1.5 Phase III 

Many of the resources included in the slides were identified through recorded interviews 

with Yakama elders. Upon my return to the Yakama Reservation, it is my intention to conduct 

follow-up interviews with my elders. I will show them the pictures and associated sentences, 

asking them to speak about each resource and its relevance to the Y akama people. It is 

anticipated the responses will be more detailed and specific than what was shared during my 

original recording effort. The information and responses will be incorporated into the exisiting 

slides, resulting in richer, more culturally relevant sentences. Additionally, I will insert audio 

files into the slides to compliment the Jchishkin sentences. This will greatly enhance the use of 

these slides when used for language learning purposes. 

2 Literature Review-Sahaptin Language 

Most ofthe Yakama elders interviewed communicated their forest cultural resource 

responses in the Sahaptin language (Jchishkin). Sahaptin is classified as a Sahaptian language 

under the more inclusive Penutian family (Rigsby & Rude, 1996). It spoken by a very limited 

number of speakers affiliated with the Yakama Nation in south central Washington State, 

Umatilla Tribe of northeast Oregon State, and Warm Springs Tribe of north central Oregon State. 

Morphologically, Sahaptin is synthetic to mildly polysynthetic (Rigsby & Rude, 1996). Sahaptin 

verbs especially demonstrate polysynthesis as evidenced from the following Umatilla Sahaptin 

example (Rigsby & Rude, 1996). 

Jshapatutiyayshanaash niit. 
'He was putting up my tent for me'. 
i- '3d-person nominative subject' pronominal prefix 



shapa- 'general causative' prefix 
tuti- 'stand, be standing', an intransitive verb stem 
-yay- 'benefactive' suffix 
-shan 'imperfective aspect' suffix 
-a 'past tense' suffix 
-ash '1 51-person singular' pronominal enclitic 
niit: 'dwelling' noun 
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Dialects ofSahaptin have been divided into Northwest Sahaptin, Northeast Sahaptin, and 

Southern Sahaptin by Rigsby and Rude. The Northwest Sahaptin Yakima dialect associated with 

the Yakama Reservation was the dialect most recorded as part ofthis project. Sahaptin is a 

critically endangered language. It is estimated that only five speakers remain who speak the 

Yakima dialect fluently as Native or first speakers (Hargus & Beavert, 2006). Three ofthe eight 

elders interviewed during this project are/were highly fluent in the Yakima dialect. 

2.1 YNTS Learners 

Ichishkin has several sounds that are not common with English. Examples of such sounds 

are the barred 1 (i ), back k (k), back x (;~.), and the front x (x). The barred 1 is a voiceless lateral 

fricative, the back k is a uvular stop, the ba<@ a uvular fricative, and the front x is a velar 

fricative (Jansen, 201 0). Some English L1 YNTS students and staff who did not grow up hearing 

the lchishkin language are unable to perceive certain Ichishkin sounds, and thus are unable to 

replicate these sounds. Individuals who have trouble hearing and replicating certain lchishkin 

sounds can be said to have incomplete "sound houses" (Lippi-Green, 1997). Practice can result 

in shoring-up one's sound house to the point where a level of pronunciation is achieved that most 

speakers will be able to understand. Therefore, no one should use the initial difficulty in 

pronouncing Yakama words as an excuse for ineffective Ichishkin teaching and learning. 

Previously, a lack of Ichishkin resources was identified as a problem. After seeing the 

previous example, one might think it possible to utilize Rigsby and Rude's grammar sketch as an 
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Jchishkin language teaching text. If the teacher had extensive training in formal linguistics, it is 

possible that the Rigsby and Rude sketch, Melville Jacob's Klickitat grammar (Jacobs, 1931), or 

Beavert and Hargus's 2009 Jchishkiin Sinwit Yakama/Yakima Sahaptin Dictionary could be 

utilized to create teaching materials substituting as a class text. However, no such Jchishkin 

teachers currently exist on the Y akama Reservation. 

Further difficulty in learning Jchishkin among the younger generations is due to the 

disconnect between the elder Jchishkin Lls and the English L1 younger generations. Yakamas 

come from an oral tradition. Until recently, Ichishkin was only spoken, and not written. The lack 

of a written Ichishkin component is a contributing factor to the current endangered status of the 

Y akama language (Peacock, 1999). Today, Jchishkin on the Y akama Reservation is 

predominately spoken by elders in the longhouses and sweat houses. 

Younger Y akama generations are not learning and speaking Jchishkin as previous 

generations have. Changing lifestyles and new teaching methods have resulted in a severe drop 

in Jchishkin fluency among younger Yakamas. Ironically, these newly introduced teaching 

methods, a byproduct ofthe United States education system, include reading and writing. The 

hardships and ills upon American Indians, associated with the formation ofthe United States, are 

well documented. These hardships and ills cover a wide range, including language loss, 

persecution, reservations, extermination, and assimilation. It should be noted language loss, 

assimilation, and American education are interrelated (Pewewardy, 1999 & 2002). 

Prior to the introduction of American teaching methods, Y akamas learned by hearing, 

watching, and doing. These Yakama types of learning are synonymous with the aural, visual, and 

kinesthetic learning styles discussed in current language learning literature (Lightbown & Spada 

2006). The current generation ofYakama learners do not learn the same way their grandparents 



and great grandparents did. Today's Yakama learners have all been indoctrinated into the 

American educational learning system, where an emphasis is placed on reading and writing. 

Reading and writing are fairly new methods ofYakama learning. Iflchishkin is going to 

continue as an active language, reading and writing adaptations are mandatory supplements to 

the aforementioned traditional Yakama learning styles. 
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During the 1960s, Yakamas concerned about the disappearance of Ichishkin began 

collaborating with linguists to develop an alphabet to represent the distinct sounds ofthe Yakama 

language. Once the alphabet was developed, a dictionary followed (Beavert & Rigsby, 1975). In 

2009, a more comprehensive Y akama dictionary was published (Beavert & Hargus, 2009). 

Through these and subsequent efforts, the foundation to teach Ichishkin in accordance with how 

the current generation ofYakama students learn within the American education system has been 

established. 

2.2 Materials Development 

YNTS students have access to computers in every classroom, and most are quite 

comfortable and capable in using computers. "Computers make it possible to make attractive, 

professional-looking books and materials that can be used in language teaching and revitalization 

programs" (Hinton, 2001, p.266). The preceding quote was echoed by the current YNTS 

language teacher. She has attended conferences featuring computer/multimedia language 

teaching materials, but these types of materials are not available for the Yakama language. The 

YNTS language teacher also readily admits she currently lacks the ability to create such 

materials herself Further, creating multimedia materials can be time consuming and labor 

intensive. One should begin developing multimedia language materials with the understanding it 

will be a long-term project (Hinton, 2001 ). 
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Nathan (2004) refers to the use of information gleaned from a language documentation 

effort in the development oflanguage teaching materials as "mobilization." In both the past and 

present, creating teaching materials from language documentation efforts has not been prevalent 

among linguists or endangered language communities Nathan points to several reasons that have 

hindered the mobilization of documented/recorded language into teaching material. A priority 

among linguists towards documentation and archiving, lack of community buy-in, intellectual 

property rights, a lack of technical expertise, and cost are some of the reasons (Nathan, 2004). 

The benefits of a mobilization effort are obvious in places like Yakama where the native 

language is "ceasing to serve social and cognitive functions" (Nathan, 2004, p.155). The 

development of multimedia materials incorporating sound to accompany text, pictures, and video 

creates broader learning opportunities among students. Such materials can also be used for other 

purposes to include resource management. 

3 Data Collection-Overview 

The data used in developing the Yakama Nation Forest Resource Catalog (YNFRC) to 

benefit Y akama resource management and Y akama language teaching came from several 

sources. The fourteen elder interviews conducted during phase one of the project were the source 

of many ofthe Yakama names and Yakama resource uses described on the slides. During phase 

two of the project the elder interviews were reviewed for specific resource names and uses for 

inclusion into the YNFRC. 

The resource manager surveys overwhelmingly requested materials which would assist 

them in identifYing and managing Yakama culturally significant forest resources. The book 

Nch'i-Wana (Hunn, 1990) was a source for both Yakama and scientific names. Native American 



Ethnobotany (Moerman, 1998) was a source for plant uses. The USDA plant data base 

(http://plants.usda.gov) was a source for pictures, scientific names, common names, and uses. 
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The current YNFRC materials were developed by the University of Oregon 1st year 

Sahaptin class. Materials development was directed by myself, the class instructor, developed by 

the students, and supervised by Yakama elder and master teacher, Tu~amshish (Virginia 

Beavert). An explanation of how these materials can be used for language teaching and to 

improve resource management will also be included in this chapter. 

3.1 Elder Interviews 

Before recording an elder, at least one pre-interview, or informal visit, was completed. 

An average pre-interview was approximately 90 minutes in duration. Respected elders with 

knowledge of past, current, and desired forest cultural resource conditions were approached. Pre

interviews are necessary to insure the formal recorded interviews are as productive and 

informative as possible. During the pre-interview(s) an elder's relevant observations, opinions, 

and experiences were identified and noted. Information learned during the pre-interview was 

then utilized by the project principle to cue the interviewee to illicit culturally relevant 

observations, opinions, and experiences. Appendix A includes a copy of the guiding lchishkin 

questions posed to the elders by the principle. Recorded interviews were approximately 60 

minutes in duration. Recordings were made with a video camera utilizing mini-DV cassettes. 

Following each recording session, recordings were downloaded and two COs were burned. One 

CD was designated for distribution/check-out, and one CD was designated for archival in the YN 

Forest administrator's office. 

Initially, interviews were conducted only in the Yakama Sahaptin language. Translating 

each hour long interview into English would have been extremely time-consuming even for an 
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experienced linguist (Hinton, 2004). Upon reviewing the full content ofthe interviews, it was 

realized the audience for these recordings would be much wider if they were also done in 

English. In the spirit of adaptive management, a decision was made to record Ichishkin speaking 

elders in both Ichishkin and English. 

The fourteen elder recordings collected as part of this project are only a beginning (Table 

1 ). More interviews and recordings need to be conducted. Each Ichishkin speaking elder is a 

library containing vast and valuable Yakama natural and cultural knowledge. When one ofthese 

elders leaves us, it is like a library full of one-of-a-kind books is lost in a fire. 

Each of the fourteen elder recordings contains unique information with the potential to 

improve Yakama resource management and language learning. The focus of most of the 

interviews is on past and present cultural resource use. Anyone with an interest in Y akama 

natural and cultural resource management, and or language, is encouraged to view these audio 

and video recordings. It is the intent ofthis project that Yakama resource managers will hear our 

elder's words and use them to make better Yakama resource management decisions through an 

improved understanding ofthe Yakama language and culture. Copies are available for viewing 

and listening at the Yakama Tribal Administrative Forester's office. To assist in the YNFRC 

preparation, each interview was reviewed for specific plant, animal, fish, bird, and insect names. 

Uses and characteristics of these resources were also noted for inclusion into the YNFRC. 

T bl 1 Eld R d' a e . ers ecor mgs 
Interviewee Date Language General topic 
Virginia Beavert 8-15-2005 Ichishkin Pitxanuk taall(Mountain medicine) 
Anita Sampson 10-20-2005 Ichishkin Tapashnak'it (Edge of the forest) 
Lewis 
Johnson Meninick 8-29-2006 Both Forest Cultural Resource Mgmt. 
Lena Owens 8-27-2007 English Taking care ofthings the Indian way 
Lena Owens 8-28-2007 Ichishkin Naktkwanint Tiinwitki (Caring the Indian 

wa}') 
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Virginia Beavert 9-13-2007 English Taking care of things the Indian way 
Virginia Beavert 9-14-2007 lchishkin Naktkwanint Tiinwitki (Caring the Indian 

way) 
Anna Chapman 9-20-2007 lchishkin Naktkwanint Tiinwitki (Caring the Indian 

way) 
Philip "Bin_g'' Olney 9-28-2007 English Range and Forest Mgmt. 
Delores George 9-24-2007 English Taking care ofthings the Indian way 
Delores George 9-25-2007 lchishkin Naktkwanint Tiinwitki (Caring the Indian 

way) 
Frank Knychief 2-28-2009 Ichishkin Walptayksha (Songs) 
Frank Knychief 3-7-2009 lchishkin Walptayksha(Songs) 
Frank Knychief 3-14-2009 lchishkin Walptayksha (Songs) 

3.2 Elder Interviews/Recordings: Lessons Learned 

I am including this section because current language documentation ofY akama Sahaptin 

is severely lacking. Perhaps the lessons I learned during this portion of the project will assist and 

encourage others to partake in this needed work. The true value of the respected elders testimony 

recorded during this project should not be underestimated, especially those who gave interviews 

entirely in the Yakama Sahaptin languages/dialects. These languages are currently more 

endangered than any forest resource, and should be treated as such. Hopefully, the elder's 

recordings that are a part of this project are the start of a more involved Yakama language and 

resource documentation effort 

Do 11ot delay 

Conduct the interview or recording as soon as possible once an elder agrees to do it. 

Sadly, during the course of this project, several Yakama elders passed on. In accordance with 

Yakama teachings, after someone passes they are referred to as "Atway." Atway can be translated 

as "beloved." Pre-interviews for this project were conducted with Atway Oliver Pimms and 

Atway Hadley John, but both passed before recording. 
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Pre-i11terviews 

In order to insure recorded interviews are as efficient and fruitful as possible, it is 

recommended that at least one pre-interview be conducted before beginning actual recording. It 

is unrealistic for an interviewer to expect to get much meaningful input from an elder when 

placing a camera or recorder in front of them during the first meeting. The interviewer needs to 

be mindful of an elder's stamina, as they can become tired during extended questioning sessions. 

During the pre-interview the interviewer can find out what the elder knows, and therefore refrain 

from asking questions the elder has no response for during recording. 

Be persistent 

Several elders initially refused to participate in this project for a variety of reasons. 

Unless my initial visit was met with outward hostility, I would return another day and ask for 

participation in a different manner. On three occasions, elders who initially indicated they did not 

want to participate in the project changed their minds. When employing this strategy one must be 

aware ofthat fine line between being a pest and being persistent. 

K11ow your family 

One of the first things I would be asked by an elder was who is my family. In most cases 

the elders did not know me, but knew my older family members and Atwayma. I believe it would 

have been extremely difficult to get elders to agree to be recorded if I had not been a member of 

the Reservation community. 

Have a me11tor 

When attempting to interview and record Native language speaking elders as a Native 

language learner, it is important to have a mentor. Virginia Beavert is both my Yakama language 

teacher and mentor. Without her teachings and constructive criticism I would not have been able 



to formulate the Ichishkin questions and prompts necessary to conduct the Yakama Sahaptin 

interviews. 

Ho11orariums 

14 

Elders were offered an honorarium in exchange for their participation in this project. All 

ofthe participant elders live modestly and appreciated being compensated. To insure the elders 

receive their honorarium in a timely manner, it is important to understand everyone's 

responsibilities within the given governmental entity responsible for processing payment. It is 

recommended that the necessary paperwork for each honorarium be submitted as close to the 

conclusion ofthe related interview as possible. Upon processing of the honorarium, the 

interviewer should request it be held for delivery by the interviewer in lieu of mailing. This 

allows for personal delivery of the honorarium, ensuring prompt delivery and further solidifying 

the relationship between elder and interviewer, setting the stage for future opportunities. 

Be respectful, patie11t, a11d flexible 

One of the teachings we learned when we were young was to listen to our elders. That 

teaching applies doubly to an interviewer. There were times when it appeared an elder was 

struggling for a word or place location, and I purposefully refrained from interjecting. During 

those times I reminded myself I was the interviewer not the interviewee, and that the 

interviewer's focus should be on listening, not talking. 

Do 11ot take our elders a11d our la11guage for gra11ted 

During the course of this project I came to the realization that our Yakama language is 

endangered. It is endangered because the elders who speak it are taking it with them as they pass 

on. Atwayin Delores George (Atway Ayatulah) and Anna Chapman were participants in this 

project and recently passed during the months of August 2009 and May 20 I 0. When a Yakama 
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passes the family puts away all pictures and refrains from saying the departed's name for one 

year or until a memorial ceremony is held. Out of respect for the families and this Yakama 

teaching, all are asked to refrain from viewing the recordings of our Atwayin until after the 

family ho Ids a memorial. This is a continual reminder that we should not take the presence of our 

elders for granted and assume they will be with us in the near future. 

3.3 YN and BIA Resource Manager Surveys 

A survey form containing nine forest cultural resource related questions was developed 

and distributed to several YN and BIA resource managers (see Appendix B) during phase I. 

Twenty two resource managers responded (see Appendix B). The original survey forms are 

available for review at the Yakama Tribal Administrative Forester's office. 

Upon analyzing the collective responses during phase II, one was able to recognize some 

common concerns and observations. The thoroughness and thoughtfulness of the responses to 

individual survey questions ranged from one word to a page plus. Several respondents identified 

their inability to independently identify cultural resources as a problem. Several respondents also 

requested assistance in identifying culturally significant resources. Evidence ofthis was offered 

by respondent 18 in linking a lack of cultural knowledge to a need for education in responding to 

the final survey question in writing, "Cultural resources of significance have not been identified. 

Due to this it is difficult to preserve, protect or enhance these resources. Our tribal people are not 

being trained nor educated on cultural resources. We do not know what a sustainable level of 

culturally significant plants (is), let alone manage for them. Staff and tribal members are not 

educated about the existence, use, and ecology of the plants." Examples of all resource manager 

responses related to the development of the YNFRC and its associated materials are available for 

review in Appendix B. 
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4 Language Materials Development and Implementation 

As the teacher for the University of Oregon's first year Sahaptin class, I required each 

student to complete a final project due at the end of the quarter. During Fall 2009, Winter 2010, 

and Spring 2010, I assigned each student approximately five Yakama resources in which they 

were required to create a single YNFRC powerpoint slide for each assigned resource. 

Requirements for each slide were one to three pictures, and 3 to four sentences in Ichishkin and 

English related to the assigned resource. My University of Oregon students were expected to 

learn about Yakama language and culture while creating something that would also benefit 

YNTS language learners during completion ofthis student-centered, project-based assignment 

(Weinstein, 2001 ). 

Originally, during Fall quarter, I also requested my students incorporate audio flies into 

their slides in which they included a recording of themselves saying their slide's Jchishkin 

sentences. While I was able to incorporate audio with the assistance of AEI instructor Robert 

Elliott, on a model slide, it ultimately proved to be too difficult and time-consuming and this 

requirement was dropped. Further, knowing these materials would be used by Yakama 

community members on the Reservation for language learning purposes, the students were 

uncomfortable with the audio flle requirement. As an lchishkin L2, I can relate to this concern, 

and believe it would be best to have lchishkin Ll s recorded for future inclusion of audio into the 

YNFRC project. 

At the present time, the YNFRC project is comprised of approximately 60 plant slides, 10 

animals, 10 fish, 10 birds, and 10 insects (see Appendix C). The project is heavy on plants 

because that is what the elders and resource managers were most concerned about. Upon a 

review of the YNFRC slide list in Appendix C, one will notice 12 slides bearing the lchishkin 
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name Chilwit Tamaniksh. In a meeting with Yakama Nation Cultural Resources Program 

manager, Johnson Meninick, I was asked why the YNFRC was only focusing on the good plants. 

I responded that these are the plants our elders talked about, and our resource managers wanted 

to learn about. Mr. Meninick informed me our Yakama resource managers should also know 

about the bad plants, because these plants are often harmful to our native species and need to be 

located and eradicated. Upon Mr. Menenick's recommendation, I contacted the Yakama Nation 

Vegetation Management Program and was provided a list of 12 noxious weeds. I assigned the 12 

noxious weeds to my students for YNFRC inclusion. These weeds are non-native and do not 

have /chishkin names. Therefore, as Mr. Meninick referred to them, they were all deemed 

Chilwit Tamaniksh (Bad Plants). 

4.1 Supplemental Sources 

Nch'i-Wana is a book written by an anthropologist about mid-Columbia River Indians 

(Hunn, 1990). The informants for this book were a Yakama man named James Selam and his 

family. This book is a wealth ofYakama specific information. Several Yakama names for flora, 

fauna, and specific Y akama uses are given. This book was used by me in selecting resources for 

YNFRC inclusion, and by my students in writing sentences describing selected resources. 

A Native American ethnobotany book (Moerman, 1998) was used by me and my students 

to assist in describing potential uses of plants when I could not find such information in the 

existing elder interviews or Nch'i-Wana. The Native American ethnobotany book is gives 

several examples of specific plant uses. However, many of the given plant uses were likely not 

practiced by Y akamas. 

The USDA plant database, available on the internet (http://plants.usda.gov), was the 

primary source for pictures of plants I did not have. This is a comprehensive plant website that 



can be searched by scientific or common name. My students and I repeatedly used it to locate 

scientific names, pictures, and at times uses of culturally relevant Yakama plants. 

4.2 Implementation 
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In addition to the language learning that was accomplished by me and the students in the 

development of these materials, the target audience for language learning from these materials 

are the Yakama Nation Tribal School (YNTS) students. During the interviews with elders it was 

repeated that our younger people were fast forgetting the resources, ways, and language of their 

elders. Through the inclusion of pictures and text in the Yakama Nation Forest Resource Catalog 

(YNFRC) materials, YNTS learners will be able to see, read, and write about these resources in 

the language. Reading and writing are facilitated through the addition of sentences placing 

language associated with each cataloged resource in context. This allows the material to be used 

as more than a flashcard in learning just the name of a given resource. Upon the future inclusion 

of audio files, students will also be able to hear and practice speaking the language. 

Incorporating YNFRC materials into the following language lessons is an attempt to 

create a meaningful learning experience for YNTS learners. How these materials are used in the 

following lessons is merely a suggestion for their use. It is expected that as these materials see 

wider use among YNTS and other language programs on the Yakama Reservation, more 

innovative and dynamic ways to use these materials will be practiced and shared. In addition to 

including recordings of /chiskin L1 s speaking their own sentences associated with each resource, 

I would also like to embed some type of voice recorder into each slide in the near future. This 

would enable a learner to watch a slide, listen to the elder sentences, and then the learner could 

record her/himself and listen back to assess their speaking ability. 
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The cultural importance of these YNFRC resources should not be overlooked. It should 

be explained to students that these plants are why they are here today. Their elders and ancestors 

dug and processed these plants as food and medicine. Some of the students will have heard 

about, and hopefully tasted some of the root foods featured in these materials and lessons. Like 

this language'they are studying, these resources are their heritage. Upon this realization, it is 

hoped they will become intrinsically motivated. Upon making this language-culture connection, 

students are more apt to make a strategic investment in their language learning. 

4.3 Unit Overview 
Teacher: Roger Jacob 
Supervising Teacher/Mentor: Virginia Beavert 
Class: Y akama Language 
School: Yakama Nation Tribal School (YNTS) 
Level: 1st yr., 2nd sem. 
Date: 2010 
Unit Title: Tamaniksh (Plants) 
Unit length: 10 lessons, 10 days, approximately 13 hours of in-class learning 

Stude11ts: Approximate range in student age is 14-19. This class includes 12 learners. All 
learners are oflndian decent. Yakama is the heritage language of eight ofthe learners. Four 
learners are affiliated with non-Y akama speaking northwest tribes. All learners are required to 
complete two years ofYakama language and culture as a requirement of graduation. 

Educati01ral goals 
• Improve students' abilities to read, write, listen, and speak Sahaptin. 
• Introduce students to language teaching techniques for utilization within their specific 

language learning communities. 

Curriculum philosophy 
The curriculum developer believes language is the foundation of culture. Culture is defined as 
"Common beliefs and practices of a group of people. The integrated pattern ofhuman 
knowledge, belief, and behavior that depends upon man's capacity for learning and transmitting 
knowledge to succeeding generations" (United States National Park Service, 2008). Recognizing 
language as the foundation of culture, language and culture will simultaneously be taught with 
every lesson. Opportunities to incorporate Y akama cultural practices and teachings into lessons 
will be actively pursued and practiced. Culture will be purposefully taught and shared due to the 
curriculum developer's belief that increasing cultural awareness increases the overall 
understanding and respect for the language, self, and others. 
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Unit objectives 
Students will be able to ... 

• Read and write using the Y akama Practical Alphabet. 
• Verbally introduce themselves, their classmates, and their family. 
• Audibly recognize and respond to common classroom prompts. 
• Understand and demonstrate the correct forms ofbasic Sahaptin tense and aspect. 
• Recognize culturally significant plants and plant pictures. 
• Read, write, recognize, and recite plant gathering vocabulary and sentences. 
• Read, write, recognize, and recite plant processing/preparation vocabulary and sentences. 
• Construct a powerpoint slide of a culturally relevant plant with picture(s) and sentences. 

Focus and Culture: Plant foods, and specifically root foods, are an important part ofYakama 
culture. To make the vocabulary focus of this unit meaningful, I am going to target vocabulary 
associated with the authentic text contained on the YNFRC slides. The initial focus will be on 
fairly simple vocabulary and sentences associated with pula (Lomatium macrocarpum). As the 
unit progresses, the focus will shift towards speaking and sentence construction associated with 
sawikt (Perideria girardi). Towards the end of the unit anipash (Claytonia lanceolata) related 
vocabulary will be introduced, and all three slides will be utilized in sentence construction and 
recognition of key grammatical forms, focusing on nouns and the verbs associated with authentic 
Yakama plant foods. 

Guidelines for delivery of the curriculum 
This curriculum was developed by me as an L TS student at the University of Oregon under the 
supervision of Sahaptin master teacher Virginia Beavert. This curriculum plan and the attached 
individual lesson plans will serve as a guide for the beginning Sahaptin language class. These 
lessons were developed for a traditional language learning classroom setting. Any other Tribal 
language teacher or language program is welcome use these lesson plans and materials for 
language learning and teaching purposes. 

Plan for evaluation/assessment 
1. Course evaluators: The master teacher, teacher, and students will be the primary 

evaluators. 
2. What to evaluate: Teacher effectiveness, student learning, and all aspects ofthe course 

design. 
3. Purpose of evaluation: To identify areas where improvements can be made during and 

after the course. 
4. Methods of evaluation: Master teacher feedback, daily observations, graded homework, 

written quizzes, oral and written student feedback. 
5. Timeliness of evaluation: Before, during, and after. 
6. Post-evaluation: Adapt and revise the course so that it results in more effective teaching 

and learning. 

Benchmarks 
Per the revised benchmarks developed by NILI for northwest Indian languages, it is the goal of 
this curriculum to assist learners in achieving beginning speaker skills (level 1). With respect to 
the listening, oral, culture, reading, and writing skill areas, this curriculum will attempt to meet 



or exceed the listed goal and accuracy statements in regards to the topics ofSahaptin plant 
gathering and plant preparation. 

Sa/raptbr Plants: Course Layout/Scope and Sequence 

Lesson Lesson title Focus areas Grammar Phonology 
1 alphabet & wa~twit introductions; niceties 1P;2P;3P Intro to all 

sounds 
2 plant root foods intro to plant vocabulary PRT, PT, FT vowels 

3 pI ant gathering noun vocabulary imperatives dipthongs 
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4 plant gathering verb vocabulary Habitual tense Soft sounds; 
consonants 

5 review & 'wh' question 'wh' root questions 'wh' questions Hard sounds; 
prompts summative assessment consonants 

6 plant noun vocabulary Is (be) Back sounds; 
processing/preparation consonants 

7 plant verb vocabulary Has (be) Hard-back 
processing/preparation sounds; 

consonants 
8 plant powerpoint culturally relevant pa, kan, knik Barred els; 

pictures and sentences locatives consonants 
9 revtew cumulative assessment 'mash' 1>2 & All Ks; 

possession consonants 
day 10 no lesson final presentations 

YNFRC slides: The three YNFRC slides used in support of this unit's lessons are available for 
review as Appendix D. 

4.4 Sample lessons 
Sample Lesson Plan 1 

Teacher: Roger jacob 
Supervising Professor: Virginia Beavert 

Date: 2010 
School: YNTS 
Class: Sahaptin Language 

Level: sample LPl. 

Lesson Title/Focus: Yakama Practical Alphabet (80 minute lesson) 

Learning Objectives: 
Learners will be introduced to the Yakama Practical Alphabet through listening, speaking, 
writing, and reading practice. 



Learners will be introduced to the concept of stress. If a Sahaptin word has more than one 
vowel, one of the vowels is stressed. Ex: latft. 
Learners will be introduced and introduce themselves using common Sahaptin phrases and 
pleasantries. 

Opening set/task 
5 min: Show the students the Pula slide and ask them if they recognize this plant (Mish nam 
ashukwasha fchi tamaniksh? 
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10 min: Introduce students to the practical alphabet (hand out Yakama Practical Alphabet 
chart with the plant focus). Focus on the bolded letter, saying it and the associated word on the 
alphabet chart. The last time around, have Ss (students) say the word and letter after the T 
(teacher). 

5 min: Call on students to attempt to correctly say the word and the bolded letter while 
looking at their alphabet chart if necessary. 

10 min: Have Ss put away their alphabet charts and get out a pen and paper. T says the letter 
and Ss write it. T says the corresponding word and Ss circle the letter/sound. 

5 min: Ss get out a clean sheet of paper and have Ss attempt to correctly spell words Treads 
from chart. 

5 min: Have Ss put away their alphabet charts and their pen and paper. T calls on Ss to attempt 
to correctly spell entire words from the chart. 

15 min: Have learners make personal flash cards of all the words/vocab on their alphabet 
chart. Remaining time can be used quizzing each other with their newly constructed flash 
cards. 

5 min: Introduce 1P, 2P and 3P by using Sahaptin pleasantries. Mish nam wa? Shix nash wa? 
Mish pam wa washuwani? Aw nash wa washuwani. Mish nam anawisha? Chaw nash wa 
aniwisha. Shix maystki, pachway, kwlaawit... 

5 min: Twill model a personal introduction and introduce an S he is familiar with. 

10 min: Pass out introduction hand-out. Have Ss work in pairs in writing out a short self
introduction, and introduction for their partner. 

5 min: Ss will tutik and introduce themselves and their partner. Instruct the class to be active 
listeners, listening for pronunciation and meaning. 

Homework: Write out all the words on your alphabet chart into categories. Give the categories 
a heading, and turn this into me at the beginning of class tomorrow. If you would rather email 
this assignment to me, that is fine too. 
f~i matash k'fnuta maysx maytski. 



Introduce yourself 

Ink nash waniksha Tuulhinch. 

Wash nash Wapatoknik. 

Aw nash awa ayayat luch'a achaash. 

My name is Tuulhinch. 

I'm from Wapato. 

I have pretty brown eyes. 

Samples to Introduce Someone 

Ichi iwa Tuulhinch. 

Tuulhinchmi awa mitaw miyanashma. 

Tuulhinch iskuulisha ichna. 

Tuulhinch inishayksha Wapatopa ku Eugenepa. 

Tuulhinch ikutkutsha U ofOregonpa. 

Tuulhinch ittawalf_shana Wapatopa. 

Tuulhinch itkwatashana pya2f,i mayktwatatyaw. 

This is Tuulhinch. 

Tuulhinch has 3 kids. 

Tuulhinch is going to school here. 

Tuulhinch lives in Wapato & Eugene. 

Tuulhinch works at UofO. 

Tuulhinch grew up in Wapato. 

Tuulhinch ate pya2f,i for breakfast. 

23 
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Y akama Practical Alphabet (plant emphasis) 
a a a ch ch' h 

a nash 
, 

chiish ch'mit h ahan a an 

top of plant sun water red elderberry stem or stalk 

i .. i k k' II , . 
l chishkin 

, . lpan kaatnam k' aywa 11 

Sahaptin yes mushroom long or tall short 

kw kw' k k' kw 
kwlaksim kw' inch kan k' apul kwtkwit -

side by side black moss bright or clear yellow waterlilly thorn 

kw' I 4- m n 

kw' aan latit t kw'i m amim n ank -
overripe, rotten flower day breadroot cedar 

p p' s sh t 

p yaxi ' , p lSX sawitk shatim tyam 

bitterroot sour Indian carrot summer fall 

t' d d' ts ts' 

t' alush tiup- ti' iks tsawk ts ' i 

mortar and pestle jump soon hot sweet 

u uu w X ! 
u linsh 

, 
w apaas 

, uu xyaaw X nit 
orange( fruit) or digging basket dry root 

xw !W ' y 
tsxwiili xwyach Y akmula ka ' uyt Payu 

Shix! 
teepee sweat house Yakama Indian first foods feast -



Sample Lesson Plan 2 

Teacher: Roger Jacob 
Supervising Professor: Virginia Beavert 

Date: 2010 
School: YNTS 
Class: Yakama Language 

Lesson Title/Focus: Tamaniksh ~n1sha verbs (50 minute lesson) 

Learning Objectives: 
Learners will familiarize themselves with new ~n1sha verbs through listening, speaking, 
writing, and reading practice. 
Learners will become familiar with the simple past, future, present progressive and habitual 
tense. 

Opening set/task 
5 min: Have learners review the "Gathering phrases Handout" individually. 

Practice 
5min: Have learners nawinala underline all (11) verbs in the first 7 sentences (p. 1) 
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5 min: Teacher says the 11 verbs with the present progressive suffix. Teacher then again says 
each verb with the present progressive tense, but pauses to allow the students to repeat each 
verb after the teacher. 

10 min: Have learners write each verb in its simple past, future, present progressive and 
habitual tense. 
Example: iwa, iwacha', iwata, ku ~n1sha, ~nita, ~n1ya, ~n1~a 

10 min: Have learners individually write out and practice saying 4 sentences using 4 different 
verbs. 
Example: Minan anipash ittawin~a. Mish aw1nshma pa~ni~a? 

8 min: Learners will break into pairs to discuss, learn, and quiz each other in relation to the 
day's verb vocabulary. Shapnisha ku wiinpsha. 

7 min: Learners use their three YNFRC slides as a guide, and create two new sentences related 
to the YNFRC pictured plants. 

5 min: Learners verbally share two of their sentences with the class. Instruct the class to be 
active listeners, listening for correct use of tense and person markers, as well as meaning. 

Homework: Write out putimt sample sentences using today's verbs. 
f~wi matash k'fnuta. 



Gathering Phrases handout 
from Beavert ku Hargus Dictionary 

1. A.w iwa'atshamsh pyaxL 255 

The bitterroot have sprouted now. 

2. A.xnitaam anashyisim xnit, chaw latlyi. 8 

Dig only the mature roots, not the flowering roots. 

3. Ttuush iwacha llkwaasyi pyaxl, chaw tuyay xnftay. 227 

Some of the bitterroot were woody, not suitable for digging. 

4. Xasya iwa'atxamsh anaku uyt its'ts'uupta puuy. 255 

Indian celery comes out when the snow first melts. 

5. Wak'amu ittawaxinxa ptlit tiichampa. 257 

Camas grows in the wetlands. 

6. Wak'amu anashyi ilatixa lumt. 

The mature camas plant blooms blue. 94 

7. Alapfshash iwa kushxi k'inupa kutya iwa it+'yawii-am. 3 

Death camas looks similar, but it's a killer. 

8. A.wnash wa kkimk'a wapaas. 267 

My digging bag is full now. 
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9. Plash awa sikniimi anash. 

The yellow bell plant has a white top. 7 

10. Apa'inawik. Mish iwa atish? 

Try it. Is it ripe? 12 

11. Ts'i iwa at'ish wiwnu. P'isx iwa shuukanut pinush. 

Ripe huckleberries are sweet. Unsweetened gooseberries are sour. 157 

12. Ililmuk iwa p'a'aam wiwnuknik. 

Blueberries are milder (in taste) than huckleberries. 43 

13. Xwayayaampama tiichampama iwa pank'u. 

Button breadroot grows near the surface of the earth. 134 

14. Sawitk ittawaxinxa mitiit tiichampa. 

Indian carrots usually grow in damp ground. 114 

15. Miimi ayatma patxnim'awixana watampa tawtnukan. 

Long ago, women searched with their feet for medicine 
(medicinal plants) in the lake. 238 
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Sample Lesson Plan 4 

Teacher: Roger jacob 
Supervising Professor: Virginia Beavert 

Date: 2010 
School: YNTS 
Class: Sahaptin Language 

Level: LP4. 

Lesson Title/Focus: Tamaniksh ~nfsha verbs (80 minute lesson) 

iwa'atshamsh have sprouted 
Axnitaam dig (you) 
latfyi flowering or flowered (not really a verb, iwa adj.) 
iwacha were 
xnitay for digging (not really a verb, -ay: for) 
iwa'atxamsh comes out 
its'ts'uupta melts 
ittawaxin~a grows 
ilatfxa blooms 
iwa is 
iwa it's 

Learning Objectives: 
Learners will familiarize themselves with new ~nisha verbs through listening, speaking, 
writing, and reading practice. 
Learners will become familiar with the simple past, future, present progressive and habitual 
tense. 

Opening set/task 
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5 min: Review practical alphabet. Go over each letter, saying it and the associated word on the 
alphabet chart. Select students to verbally and correctly spell words on chart. 

5min: Have Ss make nawinala marks under the Pula ku Sawitk YNFRC slides. 

5 min: Practice soft consonant sounds. 

5 min: Introduce the habitual tense -xa. Examples are in sentences 5 and 6. 

5 min: Have learners review the "Gathering phrases Handout" individually. 

Practice 
5min: Have learners nawinala underline all (9) verbs in the provided 7 sentences. 

5 min: Teacher says the 9 verbs with the present progressive suffix. Teacher then again says 
each verb with the present progressive tense, but pauses to allow the students to repeat each 
verb after the teacher. 



10 min: Have learners write each verb in its simple past, future, present progressive and 
habitual tense. 
Example: iwa, iwacha', iwata, ku ~n1sha, ~nita, ~n1ya, ~n{~a 
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10 min: Have learners individually write out and practice saying 4 sentences using 4 different 
verbs. 
Example: Minan anipash ittawin~a. Mish aw{nshma p~ni~a? 
15 min: Learners will break into pairs to discuss, learn, and quiz each other in relation to the 
day's verb vocabulary. Shapnisha ku wiinpsha. 

5 min: Learners verbally share two of their sentences with the class. Instruct the class to be 
active listeners, listening for correct use of tense and person markers, as well as meaning. 

Homework: Write out putimt sample sentences using today's verbs. 
f~wi matash k'1nuta. 

Gathering Phrases 
from Beavert ku Hargus Dictionary 

1. Aw iwa'atshamsh pyaxL 255 

The bitterroot have sprouted now. 

2. A.xnitaam anashyisim xnit, chaw latfyi. s 

Dig only the mature roots, not the flowering roots. 

3. Ttuush iwacha Hkwaasyi pyaxl, chaw tt.iyay xn1tay. 227 

Some of the bitterroot were woody, not suitable for digging. 

4. Xasya iwa'atxamsh anakti uyt its'ts't.iupta puuy. 255 

Indian celery comes out when the snow first melts. 

5. Wak'amu ittawaxinxa ptfit tiichampa. 257 

Camas grows in the wetlands. 

6. Wak'amu anashyi ilatlxa lumt. 

The mature camas plant blooms blue. 94 

7. Alap1shash iwa ktishxi k'int.ipa kt.itya iwa itt'yawii-am. 3 

Death camas looks similar, but it's a killer. 



Sample Lesson Plan 5 

Teacher: Roger jacob 
Supervising Professor: Virginia Beavert 

Level: LP5. 

Date: 2010 
School: YNTS 
Class: Sahaptin Language 

Lesson Title/Focus: Yakama Practical Alphabet and 'wh' question starters (80 minute lesson) 

Learning Objectives: 
Learners will become familiar with several 'wh' question prompting words. 
Learners will recognize and use 'wh' question prompts to form plant gathering sentences 
verbally and in writing. 
Learners will respond to 'wh' question prompts verbally and in writing. 

Opening set/task 
5 min: Show the sawitk YNFRC slide and ask a series of 'wh' questions, explaining and 
demonstrating how it's usually easier to answer a question than ask one. 
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10 min: Review entire practical alphabet. Focus on the bolded letter, saying it and the 
associated word on the alphabet chart. The last time around, have Ss (students) say the word 
and letter after the T (teacher). 

10 min: Have Ss put away their alphabet charts and get out a pen and paper. T says the letter 
and Ss write it. T says the corresponding word and Ss circle the letter/sound. 

5 min: Ss get out a clean sheet of paper and have Ss attempt to correctly spell words Treads 
from chart. 

5 min: Have Ss put away their alphabet charts and their pen and paper. T calls on Ss to attempt 
to verbally correctly spell entire words from the chart. 

5 min: Have learners review the "Asking Questions" handout in pairs and practice asking each 
other the questions. 

5 min: Twill read the questions on the handout. Second time around Ss will repeat question 
read by T. 

5 min: Ask Ss to listen carefully. Have oneS at a time ask theTa question from the handout. T 
will respond to each question, modeling and explaining that it is usually much easier to answer 
a question than ask one. 

10 min: Have Ss practice in pairs, asking and answering plant related questions. After awhile 
give Ss the option of attempting to ask and answer personal questions about each other. 



20 min: Administer weekly written summative assessment (quiz) of material and concepts 
covered during the first slessons. 
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Homework: Write out putimt sample 'wh' question sentences using words from your Practical 
Alphabet chart. Turn this into me at the beginning of class Monday /Wanak'it. If you would 
rather email this assignment to me, that is fine too. 
Mish nam mita tmaatsaktpa? 

Asking Questions (plant related) 

When do you dig pya~i? 

Mun nam a~ni~a sawitknan? When do you dig Indian carrots? 

Mish sawitk iwa mikH? Are Indian carrots orange? 

Mish nam atk'i~in~a sha~atnan? Do you like raspberries? 

Where do you put the roots you harvest? Minan nam nich~a ~nit? 

Where does anipash grow? Minan anipash ittawa~in~a? 

Bonus: Anipash ittaw~in~a ts'aa ptinyaw. 
Anipash grows on the edge of the timber 

What do you dig roots with? 

Tun Tiinma pawanikin~a "strawberries" ichiishkin sinwitki? 

What do you name strawberries in Ichiishkin? 

Maal nam atamak~a wak'amunan? How long do you bake camas? 

Who digs roots? 



Sample Lesson Plan 6 

Teacher: Roger jacob 
Supervising Professor: Virginia Beavert 

Level: LP6. 

Date: 2010 
School: YNTS 
Class: Sahaptin Language 

Lesson Title/Focus: Tamaniksh preparing nouns (80 minute lesson) 

Learning Objectives: 
Learners will familiarize themselves with new ~nit preparing nouns through listening, 
speaking, writing, and reading practice. 
Learners will become familiar with noun suffixes -rna, -mi, -ki, and -nan. 

Opening set/task 
5 min: Have Ss chose their own plant, following the Anipash YNFRC slide on the screen, and 
say their own sentence, seeing if other Ss can guess what plant they're describing. 
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5 min: Review half of practical alphabet. Go over each letter, saying it and the associated word 
on the alphabet chart. Select students to verbally and correctly spell words on chart used in 
short sentences. 

5 min: Introduce Ss to and practice back consonant sounds. 

5 min: Introduce irregular 'to be' verb in the 'is' form by asking Ss (students) to identify 
characteristics of classroom and plant gathering items. Timatawaas iwa mikit. 

5 min: Have learners review the "Preparing phrases Handout" individually. 

Practice 
5min: Have learners wisklik circle all the nouns in the provided 6 sentences. 

5 min: Teacher says the nouns individually. Teacher then again says each noun, but pauses to 
allow the students to repeat each noun after the teacher. 

10 min: Have learners write each noun in its root form. Have learners make personal noun 
flash cards. 

10 min: Have learners individually write out and practice saying 4 sentences using 4 different 
nouns. 

Example: Minan wak'amu ittawin~a. Mish awinshma pa~ni~a wak'amunan? 

15 min: Learners will break into pairs to discuss, learn, and quiz each other in relation to the 
day's noun vocabulary. Shapnisha ku wiinpsha. 



5 min: Learners write one of their sentences on the board. Instruct the class to be active 
listeners, listening for correct use of tense and person markers, as well as meaning. 

Homework: Write out ptaxninsh sample sentences using today's nouns. 
Shix nam piminaknuwita. 

Preparing Phrases 
from Beavert ku Hargus Dictionary 

1. ilats'iksha wiwnu. 

She's drying huckleberries. 43 

2. Ayatma pa'ilaxyawiKa tmaanit, kkuush, ~it, ku panichKa, pshatani inwimitay. 

Women dry fruit, nuts, and roots, and keep them in storage containers for year-round 
use. 55 

3. Miimi Tiinmami saplil awacha shapak.'ptki ~it, wani'ki "sapk'tit" (finger biscuit). 

A long time ago Indian people's bread was kneaded roots called "sap'tit". 161 

4. Mishnam awitwana yapaashki sikawyanan? 

Did you mix grease into the breadroot? 

5. Chawnam kuukyi sawitknan ashapalapatukta waawk'a wiyat'ish. Ip'isKta. 

Don't let the cooked Indian carrots set too long. They will sour. 92 

6. Achaxwiitktaam pyaxinan. Chawnam amylikta. 26 

You slip the skin offbitterroot. You don't peel them. 
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Sample Lesson Plan 7 

Teacher: Roger jacob 
Supervising Professor: Virginia Beavert 

Level: LP7. 

Date: 2010 
School: YNTS 
Class: Sahaptin Language 

Lesson Title/Focus: Tamaniksh preparing verbs (80 minute lesson) 

Learning Objectives: 
Learners will familiarize themselves with new ~nft preparing verbs through listening, 
speaking, writing, and reading practice. 
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Learners will review and practice simple past, future, present progressive and habitual tense. 

Opening set/task 
10 min: Review practical alphabet. Go over each letter, saying it and the associated word on the 
alphabet chart. Select students to verbally and correctly spell words on chart. 

5 min: Introduce Ss to and practice hard back consonant sounds. 

5 min: Introduce irregular 'to be' verb in the has form by asking Ss (students) to identify 
characteristics of classroom and plant gathering items. Pyaxi awa k'aywa api'l-apii. 

5 min: Have learners review the "Preparing phrases Handout" individually. 

Practice 
5min: Have learners nawinala underline the verbs in the provided 6 sentences. 

5 min: Teacher says the verbs with the present progressive suffix. Teacher then again says 
each verb with the present progressive tense, but pauses to allow the students to repeat each 
verb after the teacher. 

10 min: Have learners write each verb in its simple past, future, present progressive and 
habitual tense. 
Example: iwa, iwacha', iwata, ku ~nfsha, ~nfta, ~nfya, ~nf~a 

10 min: Have learners individually write out and practice saying 4 sentences using 4 different 
verbs. 
Example: Minan t'mish ittawin~a. Mish awfnshma patmaanl~a? 

15 min: Learners will develop three of there own sentences to describe either of the Sawitk, 
Pula, or Anipash YNFRC slide picture. 

5 min: Learners write one of their sentences on the board. Instruct the class to be active 
listeners, listening for correct use of tense and person markers, as well as meaning. 



Homework: Write out paxaat sample sentences using today's verbs. 
Pinanaknuwitaam. 

Preparing Phrases 
from Beavert ku Hargus Dictionary 

1. ilats'iksha wiwnu. 

She's drying huckleberries. 43 

2. Ayatma pa'ilaxyawi~a tmaanit, kkuush, Ntit, ku panich~a, pshcitani inwimitay. 

Women dry fruit, nuts, and roots, and keep them in storage containers for year-round 
use. 55 

3. Miimi Tiinmami saplil awacha shapak'ptki ~nit, wani'ki "sapk'tit" (finger biscuit). 

A long time ago Indian people's bread was kneaded roots called "sap'tit". 161 

4. Mishnam awitwana yapaashki sikawyanan? 

Did you mix grease into the breadroot? 

5. Chawnam kuukyi sawitknan ashapalapatukta waawk'a wiyat'ish. Ip'is~ta. 

Don't let the cooked Indian carrots set too long. They will sour. 92 

6. Achaxwiitktaam pyaxinan. Chciwnam amyukta. 26 

You slip the skin off bitterroot. You don't peel them. 
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5 Conclusion 

Aggressive action should be taken to document and teach lchishkin language. Benefits 

can be had in the areas oflanguage revitalization and improved resource management. 

Documenting and understanding place names and resource use by native peoples is beneficial to 

both native and non-native cultures. Native cultures benefit through cultural and language 

preservation, and potentially cultural and language revitalization. Non-native cultures can benefit 

through this type of documentation due to the native language place names describing resources 

present in the area. These priority resources can include food and medicines potentially 

benefitting non-natives as well. 

As Yakama people, we are taught we were the last things put on our land. We must 

always remember we were last, and act as such in a humble and respectful manner. All the other 

things were put here before us, for us. In return, it is our duty to take care of those things, in the 

appropriate manner, and in the appropriate language. These are lessons reinforced by my elders 

during this project. 

Future recorded interviews with elders will be richer and more informative as the pictures 

and words included in the YNFRC will likely refresh memories. The YNFRC materials will 

assist resource managers in identifying and thus managing the pictured resources. These 

materials will also provide lchishkin language teachers and students with culturally relevant 

sources of learning. Linking words and sentences to pictures will give language learners a 

reference for new vocabulary and sentence structures. 

Ceremoniously giving thanks for, digging, processing, preparing, trading, and consuming 

these tamaniksh ku :&nit tlnvatat (plants and root foods) found on the Yakama range is a large part 

ofwhat makes a Yakama a Yakama. Recognizing the significance of forest plants as Yakama 
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foods and medicines, Y akama Reservation natural and cultural resource managers need to work 

through their differences and cooperatively manage these resources in the interest of all Yakama 

people. As I did during this project, it is time for us to listen to our elders. Aw. 

I.f you talk to a man in a language he understands, that goes to his head. I.f you talk to him in his 
own language. that goes to his heart.-- Nelson Mandela. 
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Appendix A 
N aktkwanint tiinwitki 

To take care of things the Indian way 
(Cultural Resources) 

Timadain: Tu~amshish ku Tuul-Hinch 

1. Waatnam ashukwaasha naktkwanint tiinwitki ku niimi ataw pit'~anuk chiish? 
Would you happen to know about taking care of things the Indian way and our 
valued mountain waters? 

2. Tuun nam ashukwaasha ataw tiin tkwatat? 
Do you know about our valued Indian foods? 

3. Tuun nam ashukwaasha kunch? 
What do you know about black moss/lichen? 

4. Tuun nam ashukwaasha ataw pit'~anukpama tmaanit? 
What do you know about our valued mountain fruits? 

5. Waat nam ashukwaasha wiwnu? 
What do you know about huckleberries? 

6. Waatnam ashukwaasha ilkwsh ku xnit ash ku wiwnu ash ku watsaliltki? 
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Would you happen to know about fire and root grounds, huckleberry grounds, and 
hunting? 

7. Mishnam ashukwaasha pit'~anukpama patat patat (tapash, ts'unips, papsh)? 
What do you know about our mountain trees (pine, oak, fir)? 

8. Waatnam ashukwaasha wawachi naktkwanint? 
Would you happen to know about acorns (how to process/preserve)? 

9. Waatnam ashukwaasha niniknan naktkwanint? 
Would you happen to know about pine nuts (how to process/preserve)? 

10. Tuun nam ashukwaasha niimi pit'~anuk ~nitpama taak taak? 
Would you happen to know about our mountain root meadows? 

11. Mishnam ashukwaasha niimi pit'~anuk nusuKmi ayatpama? 
What do you know about our mountain salmon spawning beds? 



12. Mishnam imch'a p~wisha niimi pit'~anuk ishchit ishchit? 
What do you think of our mountain roads? 

13. Mishnam imch'a p~wisha niimi pit'~anuk wana wana ku wala wala? 
What do you think of our mountain rivers and streams? 

14. Mishnam imch'a p~wisha niimi pit'~anuk watam watam? 
What do you think of our mountain lakes? 

15. Waatnam ashukwaasha niimi ataw pit'~anukpama kakyama (yamash, 
wawukiya, waaw, tanuun, ka~nu, amash)? 
Would you happen to know about our valued mountain animals (deer, elk, mtn 
goat, bighorn sheep, grouse, owl)? 

16. Mishnam imch'a p~wisha spatatpamaki musmustsin ku shiip-maman 
pit' ~anukpa? 
What do you think about cows and sheep eating grass in the mountains? 

17. Mishnam imch'a p~wisha yikit kusima-miki pit'~anukpa? 
What do you think about wild horses in the mountains? 

18. Mishnam imch'a p~wisha ichinki patat nawtmuytki? 
What do you think about this forest mgmt plan? 
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Appendix 8 

Survey to be completed by YN/BIA resource managers concerning forest cultural 
resources. 

1. Are cultural resources being addressed in deciding whether or not to go forward with 
forest management activities and other actions? 

2. Are steps taken to adequately mitigate disturbances during resource management 
activities and other actions that may disturb cultural resources? 

3. What mechanisms have been developed to describe past landscapes and the role of 
humans in shaping those landscapes? 
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4. What mechanisms have been developed to adequately protect cultural plant populations? 

5. Are management directions for cultural resources documented in the Forest Management 
Plan being implemented? 

6. Did the planned mitigation for all resource activities reduce or remove the management 
impacts on cultural resources? 

7. Are sites of religious and cultural heritage adequately protected? 

8. Do tribal members have access to and use of forest species, resources and places 
important for cultural, subsistence, or economic reasons? 

9. Has resource management for the Reservation been in compliance with the management 
directions for Cultural Resources documented in the Forest Management Plan? 

s urvey R d espon ents 
Survey Respondent Number Occupation 
Respondent 1 Timber Sale Officer 
Respondent 2 Timber Sale Officer 
Respondent 3 Timber Sale Officer 
Respondent 4 Timber Sale Officer 
Respondent 5 Timber Sale Officer 
Respondent 6 Timber Sale Officer 
Respondent 7 Timber Sale Officer 
Respondent 8 Timber Sale Officer 
Respondent 9 Timber Sale Officer 
Respondent 1 0 Timber Sale Officer 
Respondent 11 Timber Sale Officer 
Respondent 12 Pre-sale Forester 
Respondent 13 Pre-sale Forester 
Respondent 14 Pre-sale Forester 
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Respondent 15 Archeologist 
ResiJ_ondent 16 Archeologist 
Respondent 17 Arch eo lo gist 
Respondent 18 DNR Resource Manager 
Respondent 19 DNR Resource Manager 
Resp_ondent 20 DNR Resource Manager 
Respondent 21 DNR Resource Manager 
Respondent 22 DNR Resource Manager 

Respondent 2 claimed "Limited information from the cultural resources program doesn't 
really allow me to identify the plants or their habitats. In the IDT, when asked, program (CRP) 
employees sometimes come out to look things over, but what they are looking at, considering or 
identifying remains a mystery to me." 

Respondent 5 wrote" ... we get maps and documentation regarding block out areas. We 
do not know the reason(s) for blocking these areas out." 

Responding to a question about protecting cultural plant populations, Respondent 7 
wrote, "You tell me." The TSOs are the people out in the forest daily. No one has walked more 
ground or knows the sale area better than the TSO. If the YN is serious about identifying and 
protecting cultural resources, the TSOs need to be utilized to help in identifying and actively 
managing these resources. 

Respondent 1 sums up the forest cultural resource management problem and offers a 
solution when he writes ''The ones (resources) we are informed of are definitely protected. It's 
the ones that we are not informed ofthat I worry about. I get the feeling that people feel that if 
we keep things a secret, that is the best way to pr<?tect it. IT'S NOT! The time for secrets is over. 
We need to know the site locations to properly ensure that these sites are protected." 

In his answer to question 1, respondent 12 wrote ''TSO's take great pride in what they do 
and are concerned about all resources out there, but if they do not know they need to protect 
something they simply can't do it ifthey do not know they need to." 

In response to question 5, respondent 12 writes "Many culturally relevant plants are 
treated as "Top Secret" and often, information is not given to planners, TSO's or other on the 
ground personnel who implement various plans." 

Respondent 14 echoes this lack of cultural resource knowledge and communication with 
the CRP in writing "I don't know because I have very little contact with their program (CRP) 
and therefore no knowledge what they are managing for." 

Respondent 17 wrote "that archaeological resources are being addressed but other 
cultural resources like food and medicines are not." 

Respondent 15 believes the lack of cultural resource protection can be linked to 
"excessive 'secrecy' and confidentiality of infonnation about the location and nature ofthese 
resources. Typically, foresters and other specialists who are supposed to facilitate protection do 
not receive enough information to effectively do this job. For example, TSOs often do not know 
where traditional cultural sites are, and therefore, they cannot always ensure protection." 

Respondent 21 believes "there should be more tribal members in the forest, especially the 
younger generation, to learn the ways and traditions oftheir ancestors." 

Respondent 19 states "As a wildlife employee, I am not educated directly on the tribe, 
their history, their culture, the plants they use. I get all my info from books, my supervisor, my 



husband, and other ways, but this information is not readily shared to us from elders in a way 
that would help us restore these conditions." 
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Additionally, respondent 19 writes "It would be very valuable if natural resource 
programs could receive cultural resource training, to understand cultural resource concerns, how 
to identify and report important sites." In response to question 4, respondent 18 wrote, "In many 
instances, timber sale officers are unaware ofthe significant cultural plant populations, so there 
is little if any protection." 

YNFRC Utilization 

During the interviews with the elders it was communicated that many Yakama people 

used to rely upon the Y akama Reservation forest for plant foods and medicines. Py~i 

(bitterroot), wak 'amu (blue camas), and sawitk (wild carrot), are just a few of the many culturally 

significant plant foods and medicines repeatedly mentioned. The elders claimed that there are 

significantly less of several important varieties of plant foods and medicines in comparison to 

their younger years. The follow-up question to these claims is: are these plant foods and 

medicines being managed? After reading the resource manager responses and following-up on 

the more thoughtful responses with personal interviews, the short answer is no. 

It should be noted, the YN resource managers cannot solely be blamed for non-

management of forest food and medicinal plants. Several of our forest resource managers are 

non-Indians often unfamiliar with the specific plants, places, and times of year Yakamas gather 

the various plant products produced by the Yakama forest. Most ofthe Yakama resource 

managers are also lacking knowledge ofYakama plant foods and medicines. Without specific 

knowledge of these plant foods and medicines, resource managers cannot reasonably be expected 

to make pro-active management decisions aimed at protecting and enhancing said resources. 

It is my hope that this project, through the input ofYakama elders, efforts of my students, 

master teacher, and me, will assist in the sharing of key cultural resource information among the 



traditional and scientific minded. This sharing of information should result in improved 

management ofYN forest cultural resources. 
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Appendix C 
YNFRC slide list 

Alaala Devil's club Oplopanax horridum 
Anipash Indian Potato, western spring beauty Claytonia lanceolata or sibirica 
Apin Louse (hair louse) 
Apshi~Tick 
Apuus Twin Cattail Typha latifolia 
Asum Lampetra tridentate Eel, Pacific Lamprey 
Ay'ay Magpie 
Ayut Bear root Ligusticum canby 
Ch'mit Red elderberry Sambucus racemosa 
Chchfw Cattail Typha latifolia 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Bull Thistle 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Canada Thistle 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Dalmatian Toadflax 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Japanese Knotweed 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Medusahead 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Perenial Pepperweed 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Purple Loosestrife 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Russian Knapweed 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Scotch Broom 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Scotch Thistle 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Whitetop 
Chilwft Tamanfksh Yellow Starthistle 
ililmuk Low-bush blueberry Vaccinium caespitosum or deliciosum 
ipan Mushroom (general term) Agaricus 
lshay Worm or maggot 
ishnipsh Bitter cherry, plum, prince's pine Prunus emarginata 
l~a or Psuni Alder 
K'alaam Lodgepole pine 
K'amamul Bald Eagle 
K'apul Yellow waterlilly Nuphar lutea 
Kalux Blueback Salmon Oncorhynchus nerka 
Shushaynsh Steelhead Oncorhynchus my kiss 
Kfya Red-tailed Hawk 
Kkuush general nut or Filbert Corylus cornuta 
Kw'ayawi Cougar 
Kw'inch Black lichen (aka black moss) 
Luts'anf Red-osier dogwood "red-willow bush" Comus stolonifera 
L~awkaas Oregon grape Berberis aquifolium 
Mamin Breadroot, Piper's desert parsley Lomatium piperi 
Mitula Oncorhynchus keta Dog Salmon 
M~lf Fly (housefly) 
Nank Cedar Thuja plicata 
Nukshay lontra canadensis North American River Otter 
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Numis Mariposa lily "starvation root" Calochortus macrocarpus 
Nus~ Chinook Salmon 
Panku tauschia hooveri breadroot, hoover's umbrellawort 
Papsh; Patatwi Abies grandis Grand fir; Grand fir bows 
Papts'aaki Dragonfly 
Pfn ush Gooseberry Ribes diva rica tum 
Psuni Populous tremuloides Aspen 
Pula Wild turnip Lomatium macrocarpum 
Pyaxi Lewisia rediviva Bitterroot 
Sawikt Indian Carrot 
Saxi tap' ash White Pine 
Sh~at Rubus idaeus Raspberry 
Sikawya, sikaywa Lomatium ... breadroot 
Sfkni Fritillaria pudica Yellowbell 
Sit'xws Indian rice Brodiaea 
skilwisa Ant 
Spilya Coyote 
Stupsa Wild onion Allium 
Sun~ Coho/Silver Salmon 
Suspan Wild Strawberry Fragaria vesca 
T'ahia psani Cyprinus carpio Carp 
Tit'sh Grasshopper 
T'f~t'i~ Swallow 
Tamk'ikskula Soap vine Clematis ligusticifolia 
Tapash Ponderosa pine 
Taxsh • Salix scouleriana • Willow 
Taxus Indian Hemp Apocynum cannabinum 
Tk'u Tule Scirpus acutus 
Tmish Chokecherry Prunus virginiana 
Tsunfps Oregon Oak 
Twiskaka Robin 
Txu Cow parsnip Heracleum lanatum 
Tyalaxlixu Skunk cabbage Lysichitum americanum 
Wak'amu Camassia quamash Camas Lily (bulbs) 
Walakwalak Butterfly 
Washapanf Gulo gulo Wolverine 
Wawa Mosquito 
Wilaps Sturgeon 
Wislk Blackberry 
Wiwnu Vaccinium membranaceum, V. ovalifolium, V. parvifolium Huckleberry 
Wi~al~ali Spider 
Xalish Wolf 
~alya sunflower 
~ap~ap Populus Trichocarpa black cottonwood. 
~asya Lomatium nudicale Wild celery 
~at~at Mallard Duck 
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~awsh Lomatium cous Breadroot, biscuit root 
~nin Ribes aurem Currant 
~uushH Vaccinium ovalifolium Oval-leaved blueberry 
~wash~way Bluejay 
~wayama Golden Eagle 
~wil~wil Meadowlark 
Xwin Sucker 
Yaamash Mule Deer Odocoileus hemionus hemionus 
y aay xerophyllum tenax bear grass. 
Yaxa Castor canadensis Beaver 
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PUla 
Bigseed Biscuitroot 
Lomatium 
macrocarpum 

• Pu~a iwa shix tkwatat. 

Pu~a is good food. 

• fchi i~nfsha tyamiki. 

This is picked in the fall. 

• fchi iwishaanakwi n~a tiichampa. 

This is baked in the ground. 
so 

Appendix D 



Sawitk 
Perideria girardi 
Indian carrot 

J. 1. Saw i'tk ittawa~i n~a taakpa. Saw i'tk grows in 
meadow areas . 

.1 . 2. Tkwatanatash sawi'tkmi xnit. We eat sawi'tk's root. -
1• 3. Sawi'tkmi awa iksisks latitlatit. Sawi'tk has small 

white flowers. 
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